
Investment Safeguard



● It is India’s first app which was launched in the year 2019 for 
protecting the investment details of a person, post any 
unfortunate incident.

● The app is developed keeping in mind the Indian audience to 
safeguard the financial details of a family incase of any mishap 
to the man of the house.

● Mr. Sandeep Sanap, whose brain child this app is, has launched 
the app at a very reasonable amount to ensure that everyone 
could make the optimum utilization of the same and ensure 
that their families could be well informed about their 
investments through this app.

About Investment Safeguard



● In Indian households, the man of the house is generally the one who 
makes investments in all possible sectors.

● The homemaker or the children of the family are mostly unaware of 
where all the investments have been done. Despite having enough 
savings made by the man of the house the family doesnt know 
where the money is invested. 

● People fail to understand the consequences of unclaimed amounts in 
bank until they are hit by an unfortunate circumstance.

● As per an RBI report, in India more than 64 banks have a staggering 
Rs. 11,400 crores as an unclaimed amount! It is a shocking number 
and most people are not even aware of how bad the situation would 
be in other financial areas where asset tracking is more difficult.

Background Story of the Idea



● To launch Investment Safeguard-The first app in 
India to help customers protect investment details.

● Create awareness about the app in both rural and 
urban areas, by making people understand the scenario of 
unclaimed amounts in bank and the “necessity” of such an 
app.

● Create a huge impact of the app for the India 
audience to be aware about the same and target the West 
region specially.

Objectives for Investment Safeguard



● Entry Barrier- People were new to this concept of 
safeguarding their investment and hence were very 
apprehensive about the app.

● Misconceptions- There were several misconceptions about 
the app where people were apprehensive whether the app will 
safeguard their money or not. The PR team at SRV personally 
met editors of each publications and explained the 
functionality along with the importance of the app. This helped 
them understand that the app safeguards the financial details 
and not the money of the dead person. The understanding 
helped the editors to file the story accordingly.This helped in 
clearing the misconception amongst people.  

Limitations for Investment Safeguard



● We organized a press conference inviting key media 
journalists from both English and regional media for wider 
reach.

● Arranged for one on one interviews with the Co-Founder of 
Investment Safeguard.

● Interacting personally with media influencers, explaining 
them the current scenario in bank regarding unclaimed 
amounts and since the investment details are not known to 
the family the amount remains in the bank forever.

● Amplifying the PR stories on social media handles which 
helped in wider reach.

Strategy for Investment Safeguard



● Investment Safeguard got featured in Category A publications and 
online media, resulting us to reach out to a wider audience (both 
rural and urban).

● Category A media houses carried the news both in print and in 
online in publications like Times Of India, Hindustan Times, Sakal, 
Lokmat, Navbharat.

● Generated a total of 20,282,198 PR worth in Print and in online
● The campaign resulted in 788 installments of the app, in just 

2 weeks.
● Campaign opened doors for prospective fundings for investment 

safeguard.
● The launch engagement and PR value achieved surpassed the 

milestone set by the client, both in terms of intensity and 
magnitude.

● We noticed an increase in Google search of the brand due to our 
coverage in Cat A publications.

Results for Investment Safeguard



Some Prominent 
Client 
coverage

Times of India

Lokmat Hindustan Times Navbharat



Some Prominent 
Client 
coverage

Sakal Punekar News

Pune Diary

Sakal Money



PR Results 
Media coverage worth

700% rise in installs


